
Clinical Legal Education:
It's for Every Kind of Lawyer
The Law School's clinical programs, simultaneously long-standing and
cutting-edge, change the lives of clients and the student attorneys
who represent them.

Keith Findley (left) and John Pray, co-directors of the Wisconsin Innocence Project, discuss a case with students.

"It's not alternative legal education;
it's mainstream education," says
Dean Ken Davis about the UW Law
School's nationally prominent clini-
cal program.

"Because of the origin of the
Remington Center several decades
ago in connection with correctional
institutions, I think many people
see the current program as operating
exclusively in the field of criminal
law," Davis says. "The truth is that
our clinics involve a great variery
of legal areas and processes, and
students who have no intention of
working in criminal law are able to
learn an immense amount about be-
ing a lawyer as they work for clients
of the clinics."
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Many UW law students get
their first significant grounding in
family law, for example, as they help
individuals through issues of divorce
and custody with the Family Court
Assistance Project or Family Law
Project. Others gain expertise in
both substantive consumer law and
the skills of litigation as they work
for clients of the Consumer Law
Clinic. Still others, working with the
Center for Patient Partnerships, join
with students from the schools of
Medicine and Public Health,
Nursing, and Pharmacy to help
seriously ill individuals negotiate the
difficulties of the health-care system.

"Our clinical programs are out-
standing legal education for whatever

you want to do," Davis says.

In Step with Today's Needs
The Frank]. Remington Center

houses one of the oldest, largest,
and most diverse clinical programs
in American legal education. Long
before the recent underscoring of
the value of clinical legal education
in the highly publicized Carnegie
Foundation report (Educating Law-
yers: Preparation for the Profession of
Law, 2007), the UW Law School
was practicing the procedure recom-
mended by the report's summary:
connecting conclusions reached by
classroom legal analysis "with the
rich complexiry of actual situa-
tions that involve full-dimensional



people" and "thinking through
the social consequences or ethical
aspects of the conclusions."

The influential Carnegie study
advises that law schools in the U.S.
and Canada expand the role of
clinics and offer advanced clinical
training, revisiting their "traditional
hierarchies that value the teaching
of legal scholarship over ... clinical
instruction."

The fact that the importance of
clinical instruction is receiving more
notice and support only confirms
the UW Law School's long-held
conviction that law students need
to combine a familiarity with "law
in action" with the study of "law on
the books."

Long-standing and Still Growing
"Not only are we on the cutting
edge of clinical education in the
nation," says Dean Davis, "but we've
been at this a long time."

Professot Frank Remington
first inaugurated clinical education
at the Law School in 1963 with the
Correctional Intern Program, later
renamed the Legal Assistance to In-
carcerated Persons (LAIP) Program.
In 1996 the program was rededi-
cated and named after its founder.

TIle program, in Remington's
own words, was "an answer to the
need for a better, clearer understand-
ing of how the law actually works in
practice." It is thus firmly rooted in
the Law School's law-in-action
tradition.

Now staffed by 18 clinical
faculty members, the Remington
Center provides full-time intern-
ships for more than 130 law stu-
dents each year. A recent innovation
is the Clinical Semester, in which
students take no other law courses
during their fall semester and im-
merse themselves full-time in the
clinical experience in the same way
that summer clinical participants do.

Another change is that be-
ginning in September 2007, the
Remington Center will incorporate
the work and faculty of the Legal

Defense Program, formerly a sepa-
rate clinic devoted to helping low-
income community members with
criminal cases. The same month will
also see the inauguration of a new
Remington Center clinical project:
the Community Supervision Legal
Assistance Project (CSLAP).

Under the direction of Profes-
sor Meredith Ross, the Remington
Center has grown to encompass
13 clinical projects, providing

"Our primary goal is to
allow law students to ex-
perience and practice the
highest degree of ethical,
competent professionalism."

- Meredith Ross,
Director

Frank J. Remington Center

students the opportunity to focus
on assistance to incarcerated per-
sons and offenders on community
supervision, criminal appeals, claims
of innocence, restorative justice,
consumer law and litigation, family
law, prosecution and defense, and
community lawyering.

A second important clinic based
at the Law School is the Center for
Patient Partnerships (CPP), founded
and directed by Clinical Professor
Meg Gaines. A flourishing interdis-
ciplinary project of the schools of
Law, Medicine and Public Health,
and Nursing, it helps cancer patients

and invidividuals with other serious
illnesses to navigate the health-care
system. (CPP will be featured in an
upcoming issue of the Gargoyle.)

All programs are directed by
highly experienced clinical profes-
sors who have extensive knowledge
of the legal system and dedication
to the hands-on educational process
that is the hallmark of the clinics.
The Center's supervising attorneys
are known for achieving the right

c., balance between supplying their
~ students with the tools and guidance
~I< they need and allowing them to
o work out their own solutions.

Clinical education results in a
number of significant benefits for
law students, no matter what area of
law they choose to pursue:

1. Clinics Develop Skills
"Our clinics are modeled on medical
school clinics; they give law students
the opportunity to learn how to be
lawyers by ... being lawyers!" says
Remington Center Director Mer-
edith Ross.

"In the course of providing
real legal services to real clients,
our students learn the substantive
law and procedure with a degree of
depth and complexity impossible in
the classroom," Ross says. "They also
learn how to interview and counsel
clients; how to investigate facts;
how to develop a theory of the case;
how to negotiate with other parties
or lawyers; how to write legal cor-
respondence, pleadings, and briefs;
and how to analyze ethical questions
in real-life contexts."

Students who participate in the
Law School's clinics go on to careers
in a wide spectrum of legal areas.
"The skills that future lawyers learn
in their clinical work are extremely
useful to them no matter what kind
of law they eventually practice," says
Ross, "whether it be criminal law,
corporate law, or patent law."

2. Clinics Nurture Professionalism
The Law School does not define
clinical education as skills acquisi-
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Icredit my career in law to UW's clinical programs,
particularly LAIPand the Prosecution Project. I would
have dropped out of law school absent LAIP.The

programs gave me the same focused sense of pride,
accomplishment, and community that I had serving in
the Army before law school- that sense of using a
professional skill to further public good. Once that is in
your blood, it never leaves, as evidenced by the talented
array of professors and staff that run the programs and
answer the same calling.

The greatest thing I took away from the program
was that the justice system is a network of human be-
ings. Most of them are wonderful, some not, but nothing
replaces simply talking to the people in the system and
acknowledging them with dignity and respect.

- John Chisholm '94
Milwaukee County District Attorney

Clinical Programs at the
UW Law School

The Frank J. Remington Center

• Community Supervision Legal Assistance Project

• Criminal Appeals Project

• Family Law Project

• Federal Postconviction Project

• Gary P.Hayes Police-Prosecution Internships

• Legal Assistance to Institutionalized Persons
Project

• Prosecution Project

• Public Defender Project

• Restorative Justice Project

• Wisconsin Innocence Project

• Economic Justice Institute
- Consumer Law Litigation Clinic
- Family Court Assistance Project
- Neighborhood Law Project

Center for Patient Partnerships

Designated Internships and Externships

For more information about these programs, see the
clinics home page on the Law School Web site at
www.law.wisc.edu.
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tion alone, Ross says. "Our primary
goal is rather to allow law students
to experience and practice the
highest degree of ethical, compe-
tent professionalism," she explains.
"Our teaching method is simple:
we require our students to be active
learners by assigning to them the
primary responsibility for addressing
their clients' concerns. We empha-
size that effective lawyers need to
develop a nuanced understanding
of 'systems' such as the correctional
system or the mental health system,
and we create a setting in which stu-
dents can develop a life-long habit
of reflective lawyering - thinking
about the larger implications of the
legal work they ate doing."

One alum of the LAIP program
told an interviewer a few years ago,
"As correctional interns, I and my
colleagues were able to see how a
major component of the criminal
justice system worked from every
conceivable perspective. On any
given day, we had the opportunity
to talk with wardens, social work-
ers, guards, chaplains, and a large
number of inmates. Each had his
or her own story to tell. Together
they gave us a picture of the legal
system which would be impossible
to duplicate any other way. I have
yet to find another lawyer - even
lawyers practicing a large amount of
criminal law - who can match the
insights I gained during the year I
was associated with the program."

In an article in the Winter
2007 issue of the GargoyLe, Carla
McKenzie '07 wrote about the ways
in which her experience at the Rem-
ington Center provided her with the
skills and professional attitude she
needed for work in a completely
different setting within the legal
profession: a private Washington,
D.C. firm. (See the Winter 2007
GargoyLe or visit the GargoyLe online
at www.law.wisc.edu.)

3. Clinics Foster Service
The sheer number of clients helped
by Law School clinical students

each year is evidence of the scope of
the service they provide to society.
In the 2005-2006 fiscal year, more
than 1,600 clients were assisted by
all the clinics. The number rises to
roughly 3,000 with the inclusion of
people who were helped by informa-
tion and outreach.

In the course of rendering legal
assistance to the most underserved
of populations, the students gain an
important benefit for themselves.
"Very importantly," says Ross, "our
students get to experience the law
as a 'helping profession,' working
with real human beings with real
problems."

Alumni practicing in diverse
fields of law frequently report that
their first experience of the powerful
satisfaction of serving clients came
from their clinical work.

4. Clinics Produce Knowledge
The Remington Center provides
a stimulating environment where
students and faculty collaborate in
gathering information on specific
legal issues and systemic problems.
A long and impressive list of publica-
tions and appellate litigation has been
the result.

Professor Walter]. Dickey,
Faculty Director of the Reming-
ton Center and currently the Law
School's Associate Dean for Faculty
and Student Affairs, wrote with
Frank Remington in an earlier
GargoyLe, "The challenge for any law
school is to produce lawyers who
not only know the law and how the
legal system operates but who also
have a sense of responsibility toward
the client, the profession, and the
community .... But a law school of
the first rank in a state university
of the first rank has a still broader
mission. That mission includes the
development and dissemination of
knowledge as well as direct service to
the state, so that the quality of life of
its citizens can be improved."

Through the years, insights
derived from the Remington Center
experience have been shared both
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with the academic world and
with the legal profession through
published papets and articles, con-
ference talks and panels, continu-
ing education ptograms, and bar
meetings. Clinical faculty contribute
advice and rule drafting to the cor-
rectional system, assist the legisla-
ture with testimony and legislative
drafting, and help to inform the
public through media appearances
and public speaking. (For examples
of recent publications by Remington
Center faculty, see box at right.)

5. Clinics Change Lives
"The rewards for students ate
tremendous," says Ross. "Whethet
it's walking out of prison with an
exonerated client, helping an incar-
cerated parent see her children, or
helping a low-income family avoid
eviction, there is no greatet feel-
ing fot a student attorney than the
knowledge that he Ot she has helped
a client accomplish something that
would have been impossible without
legal assistance."

Law School alumni often tell
Ross and their other clinical profes-
sors of the importance that their
clinical work has had in their lives
and in their subsequent careers.
Danae Davis '80, who has served
on the UW Board of Regents and
is currently Executive Directot of
PEARLS for Teen Girls, Inc., in

Milwaukee, comments, "During
my law school experience, I partici-
pated in the LAIP Project and the
National Labor Relations Board
internship, in addition to clerking
with Justice Shirley Abrahamson.
These experiences were invaluable
because of their 'real world' context
and assignments. Each touched on
a different aspect of law and the
difference it makes in real people's
lives."

John Chisholm '94, Milwaukee
County District Attorney, credits
his career in law to the Law School's
clinical programs (see page 22,
column 1). Chisholm has further
commented, "It can be hard work,
but the clinical programs are labors
of love, and the people who share in
the experience are changed for the
better, because they are given the
rate privilege of making a difference
in sorneone's life."

For clients of the clinical pro-
grams, working with a UW law stu-
dent can mean taking a step forward
toward solving a problem when
previously no solution seemed pos-
sible. As one LAIP client wrote to a
student: "You have pulled me up in
my attitude toward legal representa-
tion for the poor. You have made me
realize that it was wrong for me to
assume that poverty meant defeat.
You have given me a little hope, and
for that I thank you."

While attending UW Law School, I was
fortunate enough to participate in two of its
top-notch clinical programs, the Consumer

Law Clinic and the Legal Assistance to Institutionalized
Persons program. Although the substantive law varied
greatly between the clinics, the experience taught me
that an attorney should always strive to produce the
highest quality work product possible, no matter how
great or small the task (or client).

- Lissa Koop '05
Intellectual Property and Complex Commercial Litigation

Heller Ehrman LLP

Selected Publications by
Remington Center Faculty

• Wisconsin Criminal Justice Study Commission,
"Study Suggests Causes of and Ways to Prevent
False Confessions," Wisconsin Lawyer, May 2007.
Professor Byron Lichstein was principal drafter;
Walter Dickey, Keith Findley, Michael Smith are com-
mission members.

• Keith Findley, "The Pedagogy of Innocence: Reflec-
tions on the Role of Innocence Projects in Clinical
Legal Education, 13 Clinical Law Review 231 (2006).

• Keith Findley and Michael Scott, "The Multiple
Dimensions of Tunnel Vision in Criminal Cases," 2006
Wisconsin Law Review 291.

• Byron Lichstein and John Pray, "The Evolution
through Experience of Criminal Clinics: The Criminal
Appeals Project at the University of Wisconsin Law
School's Remington Center," 75 Mississippi Law
Review 795, 2006.

• Steve Meili and [student] Kelly Anderson, "Wiscon-
sin's New Automobile Repossession Law: Creditors in
the Driver's Seat," Wisconsin Lawyer, February 2007.

• Mary Prosser, "Reforming Criminal Discovery: Why
Old Objections Must Yield to New Realities," 2006
Wisconsin Law Review 479.

• William Rosales, "Sentence Adjustment Petitions:
An Update," The Wisconsin Defender, Winter-Spring
2007.

• Meredith Ross, "A 'Systems' Approach to Clinical
Legal Education," Clinical Law Review, Spring 2007.

• Ken Streit, "Lock Them Up Wisconsin," The Wisconsin
Defender, Winter-Spring 2007.
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An Inside Look at One Law School Clinic:
Clinics Offer Help, Hope to Low-Income Clients

Editor's Note: This profile of one of
the UW Law School's 13 clinics is
by Niki Fritz, published on the UW-
Madison's Wisconsin Idea web site
in March 2007.

Inthe fall of 2003, four im-
migrants living in Madison
received phone calls from a

California company offering them
an amazing deal. For $800, the
company told the newcomers, they
could get all they needed to become
licensed mechanics, including the
tools, video training, and licenses
from Madison's Centro Hispano.

The problem was that the
tools were only a basic set valued at
around $50, the "training videos"
were a wobbly, amateur description
of an oil change, and Centro His-
pano had never heard of the deal. It
was an $800 scam.

"[The victims] felt somewhat
afraid to come forward because they
felt victimized and spoke only Span-
ish. They had purchased the course
because they wanted to learn a new
profession and better their lives,"
says Marissa Santiago, a law student
and volunteer who represented the
victims. "They really suffered by
losing the money they paid for the
course and losing their dream to
become an automobile mechanic."

Luckily, the four found the UW
Law School's Consumer Law Clinic
and its director, Steve Meili.

Through a lengthy court case,
Meili - along with Santiago and
another student volunteer - got
the victims' $800 back and restored
some justice to an immigrant popu-
lation long taken advantage of by
scam and fraud.

Meili has directed the Consumer
Law Clinic since 1991. It provides
legal help to low-income victims and
serves as a classroom, teaching law
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students through firsthand experience.
As Meili says, "through seren-

dipity," the clinic position became
available around the time he and
his wife were moving to Madison.
The clinic was a natural fit for the
NYU Law School graduate who
had worked throughout his college
career with low-income victims, in-
cluding workers exposed to asbestos
and immigrants seeking asylum.

Fifteen years later, Meili is still
helping those who can't afford help
and teaching his students to do
the same.

"Only about 20 percent of
people can afford to hire a lawyer,"
says Holly Pomraning, a second-year
law student and a student volunteer
at the clinic. "For some businesses,

Meili has directed the
Consumer Law Clinic
since 1991. It provides
legal help to low-income
victims and serves as a
classroom, teaching law
students through firsthand
experience.

low-income people are easy prey;
when they have no legal representa-
tion, [people] think they can just get
away with it."

Pomraning, along with other
co-student volunteers and with Mei-
li's support, represents low-income
clients in disputes ranging from
scams to unfair debt collection to
payday-loan abuses. The clinic often
helps clients from Dane County, but
they have had cases that involved
victims from around the state.

Kelly Anderson, another stu-
dent volunteer at the clinic, says that
more than legal advice, the clinic
gives low-income victims hope.

"I think they [clients] are

frustrated, and they feel a sense of
hopelessness. They just feel like the
legal system has nothing to offer
them," Anderson says. "When they
call here, we give them a sense of
satisfaction that we are just able to
listen to their case. I think they are
just grateful someone will take 15
minutes to listen to what happened
to them."

Beyond court battles, the clinic
also works behind the scenes, to
encourage the legislature to pass laws
to protect consumers.

Last year, the legislature was
going to pass consumer laws that
would make Wisconsin rent-to-own
laws look similar to the more lax
rent-to-own laws in Illinois. The
clinic did a survey of rent-to-own
appliances in Illinois showing that
the rent-to-own price was often
more than double the price of the
original appliance. Although the
legislature passed the new laws, Gov.
Jim Doyle vetoed the bill, some-
thing Meili says was a huge victory
for Wisconsin consumers.

"Wisconsin has a tradition of
being a leader among states in pro-
tecting its consumers," Meili says.
"[But] collaboration has broken
down over the last decade or so.
What we see are more unilateral
changes in consumer protection
law whereas the protection has been
weakened."

In addition to stopping current
consumer-rights violations, Meili
says he hopes to stop future viola-
tions through community outreach.
The clinic works closely with Centro
Hispano, alerting them to possible
scams targeting the Latino popula-
tion in Madison.

"We provide low-income con-
sumers with information about their
consumer rights so they can avoid
getting into the kinds of problems



Professor Steve Meili, director of the Consumer Law Clinic, consults with a fellow clinical supervising attorney during a
conference call while working on a brief with second-year Law School students Holly Pomraning and Hugo Rojas. The group
was preparing a Wisconsin State Supreme Court brief regarding the legality of a mandatory arbitration clause in a consumer
credit card contract.

that result in lawsuits later on,"
Meili says. "It is a kind of preventive
feature. We try to give information
to people so they can become advo-
cates fot themselves."

In addition to providing signifi-
cant assistance to the community,
the clinic is an important teaching
tool of the Law School.

"We train students to become
effective, ethical legal advocates for
lower-income consumers," Meili
says. "We pride ourselves on the
quality of work we do and the qual-
ity of work students do."

The student volunteers do the
bulk of the clinic's research and writ-
ing, working an average of 10 to 30
hours a week. Clinic student Neil
Bjorkman says he likes "getting [his]
hands dirty" with clinic grunt work.

"The 'hands dirty' part is the
seemingly unending process of
revision to which our written work

"We train students to
become effective, ethical
legal advocates for lower-
income consumers. We
pride ourselves on the
quality of work we do
and the quality of work
students do."

-Steve Meili
Director, Consumer Law Clinic

is subjected. Professor Meili takes a
blowtorch to our first drafts. As we
revise, we get closer and closer to
producing a quality work product,"
Bjorkman says. "This is where the
learning takes place."

Meili says students learn valu-
able skills they can't learn in the
classroom.

"[The clinic] is a way students
and lawyers can feel they are really
having an impact - not just on the

individual client, but also on the
broader society. It's an ideal way for
them to apply the law on the books
to the actual cases that they work on
in the clinic," Meili says.

"Students gain an awareness of
the life situation of the clients," he
adds. "What might seem like a fairly
simple legal problem is really much
more complicated. It is important
for students and lawyers to realize
you can't compartmentalize people's
problems into neat little boxes."

Students not only gain the
experience of the clinic, they also
gain a role model in Meili. "I have
learned a lot about lawyering from
Professor Meili," says student Neil
Bjorkman. "More important, he has
been an example of someone who en-
joys the practice of law. He makes a
difference in his clients' and students'
lives, and that is no small feat."
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